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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
*

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant,

Post Office Box 2000
| Decatur, Alabama 35602 i

|
|

JUN 21 1989

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
| Document Control Desk

Washington, D.C. 20555
|

Dear Sir:

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO. 50-260 - FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/88019

The enclosed report which provides details concerning operations over spent fuel
pools without the minimum number of standby gas treatment trains operable. This i
report is being revised to correct a numbering error. The original LER j

transmitted on February 5, 1989, was numbered BFRO-50-260/B'8050. The LER number
should have been BFRO-50-260/88019.

Please note that LER number 88050 will not be used for docket numbers 259, 260,
nor 296.

Very truly yours,

TENNESS E V LEY AUTHORITY

i

h J. R. Bynum
Vice President
Nuclear Power Production

.
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Office of Inspection and Enforcement 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
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Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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On December 27, 1988 with units 1, 2 and 3 defueled it was discovered that
neutron source movement was performed without the minimum required trains of
stand-by gas treatment system (SBGT). On December 14, 1988 at 2015 hours neutron
source movement, between u.it 2 and 3 spent fuel pools, was performed without the
minimum SBGT trains technically operable per plant technical specification (TS)
3.7.B.l.b. During the event all three trains of SBGT were functional an:. running
but trains B and C were operating outside TS. Diesel generator (DG) D had been
removed from service for scheduled maintenance checks on the generator and its
associated shutdown board. Diesel generator D is the normal onsite emergency
power supply for SBGT train B. In addition, Surveillance Instruction (SI)
4.2.A-12 " Standby Gas Treatment Blower and Heater Logic Functional" on GBGT train
C had exceeded its surveillance frequency thereby technically making train C of
SBGT inoperable.

With no fuel in the reactors, TS 3.7.B.l.b requires a minimum of 2 SBGT trains
operable at all times when secondary containment is required. TS 3.7.C requires
secondary containment during operations over the spent fuel pools. Plant staff
realized this condition during a review of sis required for fuel load.

The cause of the event was failure to track the operability status of SBGT train
l' C following the performance of SI 4.2.A-12. The corrective action for this event

involves revising Plant Managers Instruction on testing and issue of a new
instruction tc ensure that component operability is properly tracked.
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Description of Event

Units 1, 2 and 3 are in an extended outage with all three reactors defueled.

On November 11, 1988, SBGT (EIIS identifier BH) train C was placed under an
operational hold order to allow maintenance work. On November 26, 1988, SBGT

' trains A and B were system pre-operability checked and declared operable. On
November 27, 1988, secondary containment was reestablished. On November 29,
1988, SI 4.2.A-12 "SBGT blower and Heater Logic Functional" was performed on
trains A and B of SBGT, train C was not tested because it was still under
operational hold. The hold order on SBGT train C was released on December 2,
1988, two days after the surveillance frequency time limit had expired.
However, following return of C SBGT to service, SI 4.2.A.12 was not performed
resulting in C SBGT being inoperable. On December 13, 1988, diesel generator
(DG) D (EIIS identifier EK) was removed from service for preventive
maintenance checks on the diesel and it's associated shutdown board resulting
in B SBGT being declared inoperable. This resulted in only one train of SBGT
being technically operable. During this time period, operations were
conducted over the sper.t fuel pools requiring a minimum of two SBGT trains to
be operable.

On December 27, 1988 operations staff review realized that train C was
technically inoperable because the functional test frequency time limit had
expired. On that same day, at 1517 hours, the SI for SGTS train C was
successfully completed.

Cause of Event

The event resulted from a failure to track the operability status of Train C
of SBGT following partial completion of SI 4.2.A-12 on November 29, 1988. The
root cause was no formalized process (ie. lack of procedural guidance) for
tracking inoperability status of equipment for which sis have been partially
completed.

The standby gas treatment blower and heater logic functional test verifies the

logic for all three trains of SBGT. The SI was run on November 29, 1988,
while train C was inoperable due to maintenance. The steps in the SI for
train C were not performed and marked N/A. The shift operations supervisor
(SOS) signed the SI as not meeting the acceptance criteria. The scheduling
section identified the need for train C test when the SI package was returned
and put on the surveillance prior to fuel load. This information was not
effectively passed on to the operating shifts.
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Anahsis of Event

|The SBGT is designed to limit the release of radioactivity to the environment jfollowing an accident by providing a controlled, filtered and elevated release
path. When surveillance frequencies are exceeded, the chances of undetected
component failures which could degrade a safety system's performance are I
increased. The SI was run on December 27, 1988. The SI verified the logic |was functioning properly. All three trains of SBGT were operating during the |neutron source transfer. Automatic initiation logic would not be required in !
the event of an accident. l

Neutron source movement would not have been performed during the diesel
generator monthly operability test if operations had realized SBGT train C was
technically inoperable.

A problem was identified which could affect any TS component. If a portion of
an SI was not completed on a component because that component was already
inoperable, then this inoperability caused by failure to test the component
was not tracked under a specific program.

Corrective Action

The immediate corrective action was to perform " Standby Gas Treatment Blower
and Heater Logic Functional" on the train C of SBGT.

Further corrective action to ensure correct tracking of component operability
include changes to Plant Managers Instruction 17.1, " Conduct of Testing". In
addition, a new procedure dedicated strictly to tracking equipment operability
is in place. Operations will initiate instructions to ensure that the I

.,

component operability status is comprehensive and directly includes
surveillance status.

Previous Similar Events - None

| Commitments

Plant Managers Instruction (PMI)-17.1, Conduct of Testing, will be revised to
provide directions for documenting the condition when in operable equipment
prevents the completion of an SI. A test deficiency will be required.

The test director or lead performer will inform the Shift Operations
Supervisor (SOS) and Shift Technical Advisor (STA) when a portion of an SI
cannot be completed. The STA will track the uncompleted portion of the SI.

PMI-15.10 " Tracking of Limiting Conditions for Operations", has been put in
place to assist the SOS with the tracking of inoperable components.

These commitments will be in place by March 24, 1989.
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